
INNOVATIVE DESIGN 
MEETS PEAK 
PERFORMANCE.

L13

The Lenovo ThinkPad L13 integrates powerful 
processing with a compelling design for 
optimum versatility and mobility. The laptop 
runs the 10th Generation Intel® CPU and 
Windows 10 Pro for best-in-class performance 
and delivers comprehensive, business-class 
security. Weighing just over 3 pounds,  
the laptop is as portable as it is functional.

A wide variety of I/O and network ports 
deliver the connectivity users require,  
no matter what form their work takes.  
Data protection reaches new heights  
with biometrics, multifactor authentication,  
and physical antitheft and privacy features  
to safeguard against unauthorized access  
and data breaches. Affordability coupled  
with enterprise-grade performance and 
security features means you can deliver 
exceptional user experiences while still 
minding the company budget.
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Benefits for IT Decision MakersProduct Highlights for Users

Unmatched Security  
For comprehensive data protection, you’ll find peace of mind with the L13. 
It employs the Lenovo ThinkShield ™ security platform, secure multifactor 
authentication with Windows Hello™, ThinkShutter™ webcam cover,  
a fingerprint reader, facial recognition capabilities, and more to thwart  
intrusions and data theft.

Port Versatility  
A variety of ports including USB 3.1, USB Type-C, audio jack, microSD,  
and HDMI, make working with other devices seamless, keeping employees 
productive and protecting existing hardware investments.

Options for Everyone  
Select from features such as the FHD touch screen and IR camera  
to fit the unique needs of your users. These customizations, along  
with the L13’s other versatile features, make it a stong option  
for any type of work.

Mobility Made Easy  
A laptop as dynamic as the tasks it can manage, the ThinkPad L13 
combines durability with a sleek design. Its 14-hour battery life, 
RapidCharge capabilities, and lightweight body make working  
on the go hassle-free in every setting.

Enhanced Efficiency  
The ThinkPad L13 houses up to 1TB of PCle SSD storage to increase  
computer speed while preserving power. Maximum productivity  
is easily attainable with the terabyte storage capacity.

SSD

Striking Display  
A narrow bezel design, 13-inch screen, and Intel® integrated graphics  
provide a superior viewing experience. Whether users are videoconferencing, 
creating charts, or tackling other visual tasks, the display offers consistently 
stunning clarity.   
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Optional Accessories

Lenovo Pro Wired Stereo VoIP Headset

Spill-resistant keyboard

Storage for accessories

LED indicators

Convenient and protective

Ambidextrous mouse

Ergonomic design

Lenovo Essential Wireless Keyboard  
and Mouse Combo

Skype for Business certified
Open Office ready

ThinkPad Essential Backpack

Lenovo Powered USB Type-C Travel Hub
6 options with one connection
Slim, portable design
Cable management
PD3.0 power pass-through

ThinkPad USB-C Dock Gen 2
Industry-leading performance: DP1.4,  
HDMI 2.0, USB 10Gbps
Crystal-clear 4K display
Exclusive network manageability
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Depending on many factors such as the processing capability of peripheral devices, file attributes, and other factors related to system configuration and operating environments, the actual  
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PERFORMANCE

Processor  
Up to 10th Generation Intel® Core™ i7 Processor 

Memory  
Max 16GB DDR4

Storage  
Up to 1TB PCIe SSD 

Operating System  
Windows 10 Pro 

Graphics  
Intel® Integrated UHD 

Audio  
Dolby® Premium™ Speaker System

Battery  
46Whr, up to 14 hours1 

DESIGN

Display  
13-inch  
FHD IPS touch 

Resolution  
HD/FHD IPS non-touch (250nits)  
FHD Touch (300nits)

Dimensions  
311.5 x 219 x 17.6 mm  
12.26 x 8.62 x 0.69 inches

Weight  
Starting at 1.38kg/3.06lbs. 

Camera  
HD  
HD with IR 

Colors  
Silver and black 

Keyboard  
Standard and backlit 

SECURITY 

ThinkShield™-ready  
dTPM 2.0  
Windows Hello™ multifactor authentication  
and facial recognition  
MOH fingerprint reader  
ThinkShutter™ webcam cover  
Kensington™ lock slot 

CONNECTIVITY

Input/Output Ports  
2 x USB 3.1  
2 x USB Type-C  
1 x Audio jack 
1 x MicroSD Card  
1 x HDMI 

LAN  
1 x Gigabit Ethernet via Type-C dongle  
and mechanical dock

WLAN (WiFi)  
1 x 802.11ac  
1 x WiFi 6 (802.11ax) for vPro™ 

RECOMMENDED SERVICES  
 
Lenovo offers a comprehensive portfolio of services to support 
and protect your investment—so you can focus on your work,  
not your IT.  
 
Premier Support  
Provides direct access to skilled and experienced Lenovo 
technicians offering comprehensive hardware and software 
support. Gives you a consistent point of contact within Lenovo  
to ensure that your case resolution is professionally managed 
from start to finish.  
 
Accidental Damage Protection (ADP)  
Prevents the hassles of unexpected repair costs. Provides 
coverage for non-warranted damage incurred under normal 
operating conditions, such as minor spills, drops, or damage  
to the integrated screen.  
 
Warranty Extension (up to 3 years) 
This fixed-term, fixed-cost service helps you accurately budget 
for your PC expenses, protect your valuable investment,  
and lower your cost of ownership over time.

1Based on testing with MobileMark 2014. Battery life varies significantly with settings, usage, and other factors.


